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Doctors’ and insurers’ associations will work together for ‘good outcomes’
The associations representing
doctors and insurance providers
here say they will work with each
other to ensure good outcomes on
the issue of Integrated Shield Plan
(IP) financing, after the Health
Ministry said it had stepped in to
helm talks following a war of
words over the issue.
Reached yesterday, the Singapore Medical Association (SMA)
said the various stakeholders need
to hold honest, sometimes painful,
discussions on the existing problems, potential solutions and the
trade-offs required, a point it had
made in a statement on Friday.
The SMA spokesman also highlighted that like-minded people
from all industries should be
aligned in protecting patients’ interests, adding that “there has to

be mutual trust, and we will all
have to work together to build a
sustainable healthcare system, support a robust subsidised system,
and a fair private practice”.
Meanwhile, the Life Insurance
Association (LIA) Singapore said
that it looks forward to the collaboration among all parties with the
formalisation of a trilateral committee led by the Health Ministry.
“Ensuring accessibility and affordability of quality healthcare
for Singaporeans remains the
LIA’s foremost priority,” a
spokesman for LIA Singapore said.
“Open and constructive dialogue
is essential in addressing IP-related issues and refining how the
Health Insurance Task Force recommendations are implemented.”
Choo Yun Ting

Police probe
data breach
at furniture
retailer
Vhive
Customers’ names, addresses and mobile
numbers among info compromised in hack
Choo Yun Ting

The authorities are investigating a data breach at local
furniture retailer, Vhive, which led to customers’ personal information – such as phone numbers and physical addresses – being leaked online.
Replying to queries from The Sunday Times yesterday, the police confirmed that a report has been
lodged on the matter.
In a Facebook post last Monday, Vhive said that its
server was hacked on March 23 and that it was working with the police and other relevant authorities as
well as an IT forensic investigator to look into the
breach.
Information compromised in the hack included customers’ names, physical and e-mail addresses and mobile numbers, but did not include identification numbers or financial information, said the company.
“All financial records in relation to purchases made
with Vhive are held on a separate system which was
not hacked,” it added.
“We are truly sorry for the incident and stand ready
to assist you if you require immediate help,” Vhive
told customers.
Checks by The Sunday Times yesterday afternoon
found that Vhive’s e-mail servers were still compromised. The website showed only a notice of the cyber
attack, while its stores on online shopping platforms
Lazada and Shopee were active.
Hacker group Altdos, which mainly operates in
South-east Asia, has claimed responsibility for the
breach.
In an e-mail to affected customers yesterday, Altdos said that it managed to hack into Vhive three
times in nine days and claimed to have stolen information related to more than 300,000 customers as well
as nearly 600,000 transaction records.
The group said that it would be leaking 20,000 customer records daily, until its demands to Vhive’s management are met.
In its Facebook statement, Vhive said that it would
be closely guided by the forensic investigator and the
authorities on the steps to take to safeguard its systems and to ensure that customers can make transactions securely.
In previous hacking incidents, Altdos stole customer data from companies, blackmailed the compromised firm, leaked the data online when their demands were not met, and publicised the breaches. Its
cyber attacks have largely been focused on stock exchanges and financial institutions.
In January, it claimed to have broken into
Bangladeshi conglomerate Beximco Group’s IT infrastructure, stealing data from 34 of its databases.
In December, it hacked a Thai securities trading
firm, and dumped stolen data online when the firm allegedly did not acknowledge its e-mail and demands.
yuntingc@sph.com.sg

In an e-mail to affected customers
yesterday, Altdos said that it managed to
hack into Vhive three times in nine days
and claimed to have stolen information
related to more than 300,000 customers
as well as nearly 600,000 transaction
records.

Senior Minister of State for Health Koh Poh Koon (fourth from right) at a meeting with representatives from the Singapore Medical Association, Life Insurance
Association Singapore and the Academy of Medicine, Singapore. PHOTO: KOH POH KOON/FACEBOOK

The Vhive outlet
at Sun Plaza. In
an e-mail to
affected
customers
yesterday,
hacker group
Altdos said it
managed to
hack into Vhive
three times in
nine days and
claimed to have
stolen
information
related to more
than 300,000
customers.
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DPM Heng steps
aside as 4G leader:
What comes next for
PAP and Singapore?
Singaporeans’ social
media accounts and
chat groups have been
busy since news broke
last Thursday that
Deputy Prime
Minister Heng Swee
Keat would step aside
as leader of the
People’s Action
Party’s
fourth-generation
team. What are the
implications of his
move? Senior Political
Correspondent
Grace Ho tackles the
key questions.
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Political analysts
say the front
runners for the
4G leader post
are (clockwise
from far left)
Trade and
Industry Minister
Chan Chun Sing,
Transport
Minister Ong Ye
Kung, National
Development
Minister
Desmond Lee
and Education
Minister
Lawrence Wong.
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How did
the 4G
get its name?

Who are
in the 4G?

Key 4G leaders include Mr Heng
Swee Keat, Mr Chan Chun Sing, Ms
Grace Fu, Mr Lawrence Wong, Mr
Ong Ye Kung, Mr Desmond Lee
and Mr Masagos Zulkifli.
Mr Heng and Mr Chan are the
first and second assistant secretaries-general, respectively, of the
People’s Action Party’s 36th and
current central executive committee (CEC), the party’s top decisionmaking body.
The composition of the CEC after its 2018 internal elections signalled to observers that 4G leaders
were coming into their own, with
then deputy prime ministers Teo
Chee Hean and Tharman Shanmugaratnam no longer standing for
election.
The role of secretary-general of
the PAP is traditionally held by the
PM. Mr Heng’s appointment as
first assistant secretary-general indicated that he was the PM-in-waiting.
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What are the
implications of
DPM Heng
stepping aside?

The PAP’s leadership transition
has been set back and the succession question blown wide open
with Mr Heng bowing out as successor to PM Lee – an unprecedented move, and which came 2½
years after ministers and Members
of Parliament issued a joint statement of support for him.
Speculation is rife as to the reasons for Mr Heng’s decision.
PM Lee, in a letter to Mr Heng,
said: “I thank you for your selfless
decision to stand aside. Your actions now are fully in keeping with
the spirit of public service and
sense of duty that motivated you to
step forward when I asked you to
stand for election in 2011.”
Mr Heng had cited the long-term
and profound challenges of the
Covid-19 pandemic, his age, the demands of the top job and the need
for a younger leader with a “longer
runway”, as reasons for stepping
aside. But some wonder if a lacklus-

tre 2020 General Election showing
played a part.
The last election saw Mr Heng
making a last-minute move from
Tampines GRC – where he had
been an MP since 2011 – to East
Coast GRC. The latter has been one
of the most hotly contested seats
in recent elections, and was won
by the PAP in 2015 with 60.73 per
cent of the vote.
A stumble in a speech he made
on Nomination Day about plans for
East Coast went viral and dogged
his campaign. The PAP’s five-member team he led clinched 53.41 per
cent of the vote against the Workers’ Party, holding on to the seat,
but more narrowly than some had
anticipated.
Mr Heng has denied that the election outcome shaped his decision
to step aside, saying it had more to
do with his sense that the postCovid-19 world, with all its
changes, would call for a younger
leader with a longer runway to take
the country forward.
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How did the PAP’s
4G team respond to
DPM’s decision?

The key question now is how
quickly the 4G leadership team can
band together and act decisively to
choose PM Lee’s successor.
The 4G leaders said they respect
and accept Mr Heng’s decision,
and that he “made the decision
with Singapore’s long-term interests at heart”.
In a statement last Thursday,
they said they will need more time
to select another leader from
among themselves, and that the
foremost priority is to tackle immediate challenges and ensure the
country emerges stronger from
the Covid-19 crisis.
They also asked PM Lee to stay
on in his role, saying that the unexpected news is a “setback for our
succession planning”.
“We recognise that Singaporeans will be concerned. We seek
your support and understanding,

as we choose another leader for
the team,” they added.
“We will continue working as a
team to serve our people, and to
earn the confidence and trust of all
Singaporeans.”
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Members of the PAP’s 4G leadership
team after a press conference at
the party’s headquarters in Bedok
in 2018. From left: Mr Christopher
de Souza, Mr Sitoh Yih Pin, Dr Maliki
Osman, Ms Indranee Rajah, Mr Chan
Chun Sing, Mr Heng Swee Keat, Dr
Vivian Balakrishnan (back to
camera) and Ms Grace Fu.

When will they
decide on their
new leader?

PM Lee, who had said last year that
he would see Singapore through
the pandemic, has agreed to stay
on until such time when the new
4G leader is chosen and ready to
take over.
“I think (the 4G team will) take
longer than a few months, but I
hope that they will reach a consensus and identify a new leader before the next general elections. I
have no intention of staying on
longer than necessary,” he said.
The next general election must
be held by November 2025.
The sooner the 4G team decides
on its new leader, the longer the
runway he will have to work with
PM Lee towards the next general
election.

Who are the
front runners?

As PAP second assistant secretarygeneral and Mr Heng’s chosen
deputy, Mr Chan Chun Sing, 51, will
once again be among the front runners to lead the 4G team.
Political analysts consider Transport Minister Ong Ye Kung, 51, Education Minister Lawrence Wong,
48, and National Development
Minister Desmond Lee, 44, as the
other contenders.
Mr Chan was asked at a press conference last Thursday if he – as Mr
Heng’s deputy – would be next in
line to succeed him. In response,
he said the 4G team has to relook
the question of succession “holistically”.
Noting that a collective decision
on the next 4G leader would be
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East Coast GRC team will fulfil
GE2020 promises: DPM Heng
Nothing’s changed,
all still committed to
serving residents in
coming years, he says
Justin Ong
Political Correspondent

From the 1G to the 4G, the “G” was
coined by political observers to denote each generational change in
leadership for different prime ministers’ Cabinets.
The term is inexact, given that
each of Singapore’s three prime
ministers so far has had a mix of
ministers who were new to politics
and young, as well as older and
more experienced. Several ministers also served in the Cabinets of
more than one PM.
Founding PM Lee Kuan Yew’s
team was the 1G leadership,
though that term is seldom used.
Mr Lee’s key Cabinet colleagues,
more commonly referred to as the
Old Guard, included Messrs Goh
Keng Swee, S. Rajaratnam and Toh
Chin Chye.
In the latter half of the 1970s, Mr
Lee – who became PM at the age of
35 – brought into his team younger
people whom he hoped to test out
to form the next generation of leaders, such as Mr Goh Chok Tong, Dr
Tony Tan and Mr Ong Teng
Cheong.
Mr Goh became PM in 1990
when he was 49 and stepped down
in 2004. His generation of leaders
became known as the 2G.
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong,
who entered politics in 1984 and
became PM in 2004 at the age of
52, would go on to form his 3G
team of key ministers, including
Mr Teo Chee Hean, Mr Tharman
Shanmugaratnam and Mr Lim Hng
Kiang.
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8
Mr Heng Swee Keat (second from left) with his fellow Tampines GRC MPs back in
2011. He moved to East Coast GRC last year. From left: Ms Irene Ng, Mr Mah Bow
Tan, Mr Masagos Zulkifli and Mr Baey Yam Keng. SHIN MIN DAILY NEWS FILE PHOTO

made in due course, Mr Chan said
leadership succession plans go beyond just choosing a leader, to finding and forming the strongest possible team for Singapore.
Mr Ong said this process of developing a strong team and rallying
around the first-among-equals
leader takes some time. “What we
have just learnt is a big change, a
big reconfiguration. So we seek
your understanding and support to
give us some time to regroup,” he
added.
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How does
this affect
Singaporeans?

A Cabinet reshuffle will be announced in about two weeks’ time,
which will see Mr Heng relinquish
his portfolio as finance minister.
The decision on this was discussed last year, when PM Lee and
Mr Heng decided on Cabinet appointments following the July 10
General Election.
There will also be “consequential
moves” in other ministries, said
PM Lee.
Observers say Mr Heng’s decision should not affect the timeline

for implementing key policies –
from the goods and services tax
hike between next year and 2025,
to post-Covid-19 industry and
workforce transformation. These
are expected to be carried out in
the long-term national interest, regardless of changes to the team.
The various national initiatives
that Mr Heng shepherded to help
workers master new skills and capabilities, as well as build new industries and sectors for the future,
will continue.
In his letter to Mr Heng, PM Lee
wrote: “I look forward to you carrying on this work as Coordinating
Minister for Economic Policies, and
setting Singapore on the path to
emerging stronger from Covid-19.”
Mr Heng also spearheaded the
Singapore Together movement,
where Singaporeans partner the
Government to co-create policy solutions. This will continue under 4G
ministers such as Mr Desmond Lee.
Mr Heng said he and his team in
East Coast GRC remain committed
to serving their residents in the
coming years, and that they would
fulfil promises made when they
were voted in at the polls last year,
including working to build a vibrant, caring and green East Coast.

Will the economy
and investor
confidence
be affected?

Business confidence does not
seem to have been rattled, and
Singapore’s economy is on track
to grow in tandem with global recovery.
For the whole of last year, the
Republic’s gross domestic product contracted 5.4 per cent. It is
forecast to grow 4 per cent to 6
per cent this year.
Said Mr Chan: “We will continue to work hard to distinguish
ourselves as a safe harbour for investors to mobilise their capital,
aggregate their talent, protect
their intellectual property amid
the global uncertainties.”
Industry observers say Singapore will have little trouble retaining its top-notch sovereign credit
ratings, so long as its economic
fundamentals remain sound and
there is policy continuity and political stability.
“Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong and senior members of his
cohort are likely to remain in advisory positions in Cabinet and
help guide the next generation of
leaders, making up for the likely
significant lack of experience the
fourth PM will have compared to
their predecessors,” said Fitch Solutions in a report last Friday.
The market seems to agree. The
Singapore dollar was steady following the announcement last
Thursday, made after the close of
trading in the stock market.
graceho@sph.com.sg

Deputy Prime Minister Heng
Swee Keat late on Friday said he
and his team in East Coast GRC remain committed to serving their
residents in the coming years,
and that they would fulfil promises made when they were voted
in at the polls last year.
He was speaking to reporters at
the People’s Action Party’s headquarters in Bedok after a twohour meeting with activists in his
constituency, a day after announcing that he was stepping aside as
leader of the party’s fourth-generation team.
His East Coast GRC team – also
comprising Minister in the Prime
Minister’s Office Maliki Osman,
Minister of State for National Development Tan Kiat How and
MPs Jessica Tan and Cheryl Chan
– had arrived at the PAP HQ
shortly after an earlier closeddoor meeting for PAP branch secretaries.
Various meetings among PAP
leaders, MPs and activists were organised on Friday to address concerns and questions about the
party’s succession plans.
Mr Heng said his team members
told their activists during the hybrid meeting – both in person and
online – that “nothing has
changed”.
“We told them, the residents of
East Coast have given us a mandate. And we have promised
them we will work to build a vibrant, caring and green East
Coast,” he added.
“The five of us will work together with all of them, and with
our residents, to carry out what
we have promised, and to serve
our residents to the best of our
ability.”
The PAP retained East Coast in
the 2020 General Election with
53.41 per cent of the votes, down
from 60.73 per cent in 2015.
Mr Heng said that he also spent
some time to explain what he had
said at Thursday’s press conference to announce his decision to
step aside as Singapore’s potential next leader, and to reiterate
why it was better for the country
to have someone younger, with a
longer runway, to take on significant challenges facing the Republic in the years ahead.
Mr Heng, who turns 60 this
week, said his activists understood his decision and that some
retired MPs had also reached out
to communicate the same.
“They understand the need for
us to say this, in order to facilitate
the changes that will come.”
Asked if he would be involved
in deliberations to choose the
next 4G leader, he said that he
would continue to chair meetings
to discuss national issues and to
provide his input.
He said the rest of the 4G team
members were discussing the matter among themselves and that he
would meet them this week.
Prime Minister Lee Hsien
Loong, who will remain at the
helm till his successor is ready to
take over, has said that he hopes a
new leader can be identified before the next general election.
Mr Heng will relinquish his finance portfolio when a Cabinet
reshuffle takes place in two

KEEPING PROMISES

The five of us will
work together with all
of them, and with our
residents, to carry
out what we have
promised, and to
serve our residents to
the best of our ability.

’’

DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER
HENG SWEE KEAT

Deputy Prime Minister Heng Swee Keat speaking to reporters at the People’s Action Party headquarters on Friday. He was with his East Coast GRC team – (from left)
Minister of State Tan Kiat How, MPs Jessica Tan (blocked) and Cheryl Chan, and Minister in the Prime Minister’s Office Maliki Osman. ST PHOTO: JASON QUAH

weeks, but will remain as Deputy
Prime Minister and Coordinating
Minister for Economic Policies.
He also remains the PAP’s first assistant secretary-general.

Asked for his ideal candidate to
be the next finance minister, Mr
Heng said this person should have
a very good background in economics, experience in managing a

ministry and the ability to work
with all the other ministers.
“Because every Budget requires
significant input from every
ministry, and it is to support the

whole of government,” he said.
“We have several suitable candidates, in my mind.”
justino@sph.com.sg

Protect yourself
and your loved ones
I have diabetes.
Can I take the vaccine?
And I have high
blood pressure.

COVID-19 vaccines
are suitable for
both of you,
including your husband…

COVID-19 vaccines are suitable
for persons with:

• Chronic conditions such as

heart disease, hypertension, high
cholesterol and diabetes

• Non-severe allergic reactions
to medication, food or insect
bites

• Eczema or asthma
• G6PD deﬁciency
• Are taking TCM medication
• Are undergoing kidney dialysis
• Are on regular blood thinning
…who is having
a mild allergy from
our seafood lunch.

But my husband doesn’t
have any allergies.
Oh, wait!

medication or have stable
bleeding or anticoagulation
disorders

Get vaccinated so you can
protect those who can’t, e.g.
those

• Below age 16
• Are pregnant
• Have severely weakened

immune system e.g. due to
recent organ transplant or are
undergoing cancer treatment

• Have a history of
life-threatening allergic reactions
Our grandkids found some red markers!

If you are unsure about your
medical conditions, check with
your doctor before registering
for vaccination.
For more information,
visit vaccine.gov.sg
or call 1800-333-9999

Continue to practise safe
management measures
after vaccination
Masks for you, sir?
Only $5 a box.
No.

I have just been vaccinated,
which means I need not
wear a mask any more.

COVID-19 vaccination
protects you and your
loved ones.
The more people
vaccinated, the safer we
will be. But even with
vaccination, we should
continue to observe safe
management measures
and practise good hygiene.
Let’s keep vigilant and be
socially responsible.
Remember to

Could you please stand
one meter away from
me in this queue?

So? Low risk
doesn’t mean no risk!

• Wear a mask when
outside your home and use
the TraceTogether
app/token
• Practise safe distancing

and good hygiene

• See a doctor if unwell
and stay at home
I’m vaccinated. I have
low risk of catching
COVID-19.
That is why wearing
a mask is still a must,
or you’d be fined.

For more information,
visit vaccine.gov.sg
or call 1800-333-9999

Enforcement Officer
coming!
AHH! Okay, here’s $5!
It’s now
$25.

COVID-19 vaccines
are safe and effective
We'd better book
our appointments
to get vaccinated.

There’s no need to
choose because all
COVID-19 vaccines here
are safe and effective.

Which brand of vaccine
should we pick?
Let’s choose the
earliest available slot,
so that we get
protection against
COVID-19 sooner…

…and spare ourselves
an unwanted reaction
from some people
who have had the jab!

What reaction?
Gloating.

I am vaccinated!
Jealous?

• All COVID-19 vaccines

approved for use in
Singapore are safe and
effective.

• The Health Sciences
Authority, applying strict
international benchmarks,
has assessed all the
approved vaccines meet
safety and efficacy
standards. Hence, there is
no need to choose
between brands.
• It is important to receive
protection against
COVID-19 as early as
possible.

• Book your appointments

at vaccination centres with
the earliest slots.
For more information,
visit vaccine.gov.sg
or call 1800-333-9999

